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And as a very special thank you to the changemakers who make Givebutter
their Giving Tuesday fundraising hub this year, we’re giving away $50,000 in
donations to selected campaigns! 

Giving Tuesday's history and why you should participate
Campaign planning tips and templates
Best practices for peer-to-peer fundraising 
Top email and social media strategies
Guidance for creating videos and livestreaming
Practical follow-up steps to boost donor retention

Here at Givebutter, we love to go all out for Giving Tuesday because it's a day
that truly brings out the changemaker in all of us. Every year we get to
champion all the inspiring causes that use our free, state-of-the-art
fundraising tools to reach their Giving Tuesday goals and make the world a
butter place. 

This year we've brought all of our Giving Tuesday resources together in one
place to guide your planning, spark inspiration, and help make your
campaign stand out among the crowd. 

What we've churned out for you:

Hey, changemaker!

Crafted with care by the Butter Brigade

Learn more & apply: 
givebutter.com/giving-tuesday

http://givebutter.com/giving-tuesday
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OVERVIEW



What is Giving Tuesday? The ultimate
guide to this global day of giving
Learn more →

MORE TO EXPLORE

History of Giving Tuesday
Even though there's a good chance you've heard of it, you
might still be wondering, "What is Giving Tuesday, exactly?" 

What started as a way for consumers to ease their post-Black
Friday spending guilt has transformed into a global movement
synonymous with the holiday spirit of giving. 
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A decade ago, The Belfer Center for Innovation & Social Impact at
New York’s 92nd Street Y worked with the United Nations Foundation
to   designate the first Tuesday after Thanksgiving a day of giving
back. They conceived of "Giving Tuesday" as a response to the
overwhelming consumerism of holiday shopping days like Black
Friday. 

Now an independent organization, GivingTuesday (you might
recognize their signature heart logo) has grown into a global
movement that inspires hundreds of millions of people to give,
collaborate, and celebrate generosity, with more than 80 countries
now participating each year.

What is the history of Giving Tuesday?

There are many ways to join in as an individual, group, or
organization. Giving Tuesday is ultimately about encouraging people
to do good in any form, whether it’s your time, energy, or expertise.

How can I participate?

What is Giving Tuesday?
A self-described "global generosity movement," Giving Tuesday
started in 2012 as a simple idea: a day encouraging people to do
good. 
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Giving Tuesday is always on the first Tuesday after Thanksgiving. 

This year, it takes place on: 

Tuesday, November 29, 2022

http://givebutter.com/giving-tuesday


GAME PLAN



How to plan an epic Giving Tuesday
campaign in 7 steps
Learn more →

MORE TO EXPLORE

Planning your campaign
We've assembled all the steps you need to plan your campaign
and make it stand out among the crowd this Giving Tuesday.

No matter what tactics you decide to employ this year,
Givebutter's entirely free donation forms, pages, and event
features are here to set you up for success. 
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Invite board members, volunteers, donors, and community partners
to increase your reach this Giving Tuesday with a peer-to-peer
campaign. You can also foster friendly competition by enabling team
fundraising—we'll dive deeper into this later in the guide.

Harness the power and fun of peer-to-peer fundraising

Plan your Giving Tuesday event from start to finish with unlimited
ticket types, event pages, and engagement tools on Givebutter. 

Plus, make any event virtual by broadcasting a livestream on your
campaign page and any major platform, including Facebook, Zoom,
Twitch, or YouTube (Keep reading for our complete list of
livestreaming tips). 

Plan a fundraising event (and livestream it!)

Giving Tuesday 2021 recap: A day of epic
generosity
Learn more → 

GET INSPIRED

Step 1: Choose your campaign type
Giving Tuesday campaigns can take different forms depending on
your needs, goals, and capacity. What kind of campaign will help
you unleash the most generosity for your cause this year?
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After all, it's Giving Tuesday, not Donation Tuesday. To increase
engagement and make your campaign more inclusive, create
opportunities for your supporters to contribute to your mission in
non-monetary ways. 

Whether volunteering in person or being social media ambassadors
—plan ways to involve your entire community this Giving Tuesday.

Create volunteer opportunities 

GAME PLAN | PLANNING YOUR CAMPAIGN
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The more donors can visualize how their gift will make a real-life
impact, the more likely they will give. Highlight stories and specific
needs—for example, you could ask donors to skip what they'd pay
for a cup of coffee in a week and give to your cause instead (e.g., $15
= 3 warm meals). 

And don't be afraid to make it fun! In a recent Giving Tuesday
campaign, Just Say Something asked its community to make
donations of $36 in honor of its 36th anniversary and created several
custom donation categories so that donors could select the specific
program they wanted to support. 

Come up with a custom theme 

Encourage donors  to contribute monthly, and emphasize that even
small recurring donations can bring significant yearly funding.
Givebutter makes it easy for donors to contribute sustainably by
selecting to give monthly, quarterly, or annually. 

Ask for recurring donations

Join forces with a corporate, community, or foundation partner to
provide a matching gift for Giving Tuesday. You'll double your
visibility and empower more people to give. Givebutter also
integrates with Double the Donation to automate matching gifts.

Go for matching gifts and sponorships

Step 2: Determine your goals and creative
ways to reach them
Many nonprofits see a massive spike in donations on Giving Tuesday, so
don't be afraid to take risks and add a fun twist to stand out. In addition
to your fundraising goal, create and share benchmarks for bringing in a
certain number of new supporters, donations, or volunteer sign-ups to
motivate more supporters to give.
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https://givebutter.com/blog/monthly-giving-program
https://givebutter.com/blog/the-beginners-guide-to-starting-a-matching-gift-campaign
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Start your campaign a week before Giving Tuesday
Use Giving Tuesday to kickstart your year-end campaign
Host a virtual fundraising event on Giving Tuesday but leave the
recording up so people can share the event or hit replay.

Use Giving Tuesday in conjunction with your larger fundraising
strategy. Consider the following options:

Significant numbers of donations come through even after Giving
Tuesday is over, so make sure to keep your donation form open to
allow contributions to keep trickling in.

Use November 29 strategically

Customized email, video, and text messages that you can
schedule or send instantly 
Fully branded campaign pages and messages with images,
embedded YouTube videos, Canva-integrated designs, and more
Filter tools that enable you to deliver personalized messages 
One-click social media sharing
Interactive supporter feed that enables you to update supporters
in real-time and lets donors spread the love with likes and
comments, GIFs and images, and even drawings when they give

Sharing a consistent message across multiple channels (email,
website, social media, etc.) will get you maximum visibility for your
campaign. With Givebutter, this strategy can include:

Create a multi-channel communications plan 

Step 3: Map out your timeline
Even though Giving Tuesday is technically only one day, many organizations
choose to fundraise for a more extended period. Giving Tuesday can kick
off, closeout, or occur right in the middle of a longer campaign. 
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Saying thank you to supporters promptly (without asking for more
money) is the best way to set your next fundraising campaign up for
success. Check out all of our tips and tools for donor retention in the
"Follow Up" segment near the end of this guide.

Design a Giving Tuesday follow-up strategy

GAME PLAN | PLANNING YOUR CAMPAIGN
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Step 4: Use the best tools to tell your story
Your community will be most responsive to your Giving Tuesday campaign if
you have specific fundraising goals connected to a real-life impact. We all
want to feel like we're making a difference when volunteering, donating, or
supporting a cause. Donors also look for transparency, so be real with them! 

12

Fundraising campaigns that feature personal videos raise 150% more
than those that don’t. Video testimonials with personal stories make
viewers feel emotionally connected and help them understand what
their money or time will accomplish. We've got tons of video and
livestreaming tips in upcoming sections.

Embrace video 

You can share all the charts and numbers you want about your
organization’s goals and outcomes, but your campaign will pack the
most punch if you center your communications around personal
stories of those impacted by your work.

Use the story section of your fundraising page to break down your
organization's mission and what exactly your organization will do with
the money raised. Visual storytelling elements like text, images, and
videos can help convey this message.

Lead with stories

Aesthetics can make a big difference to donors, especially on Giving
Tuesday when people may have to choose between various causes.
Make your fundraising page visually appealing to inspire more people
to give. Create custom URLs, add a cover photo or video, and
integrate your group's colors and logos. 

Use branding that pops

GAME PLAN | PLANNING YOUR CAMPAIGN
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CAMPAIGN TYPE

GIVING TUESDAY GOAL(S)

TOOLS CHECKLIST

Fundraising platform: Givebutter
Communication channels:

Creative assets: 

Potential partners:

Other:

13GAME PLAN | PLANNING YOUR CAMPAIGN

Giving Tuesday game plan
Use this worksheet to brainstorm ideas for your Giving Tuesday game plan:
what kind of campaign you'll plan, your goals, the basic elements of your
campaign, and a general timeline. Then share your plan with your team.

GENERAL TIMELINE
PRE-LAUNCH: LAUNCH: FOLLOW UP:



PEER-TO-PEER
FUNDRAISING



Why you should run a peer-to-peer
fundraiser this Giving Tuesday
Learn more →

MORE TO EXPLORE
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Reach P2P success
Many organizations launch crowdfunding campaigns for Giving
Tuesday, asking individual supporters to make a donation. But
launching a peer-to-peer fundraising (P2P) campaign can help
you raise more money and reach more people by harnessing
the power of your supporters' social networks.

Assemble a team of champions for your organization, and
equip them with the best tools to call on their own friends,
family, and co-workers to contribute to your campaign.

https://proxy2.givebutter.com/blog/giving-tuesday-peer-to-peer-success
https://givebutter.com/blog/crowdfunding-for-nonprofits
https://givebutter.com/blog/peer-to-peer-fundraising


This campaign structure results in multiple people essentially
becoming ambassadors for your mission, asking people you
would not have otherwise reached on your own to join your
cause and give.

Bring new donors to your cause

You can only share your campaign so many times, but your
supporters can continue to amplify it by sharing on social media
and emailing or texting their networks.

Gain additional promotion

When you achieve your goal this Giving Tuesday, your
fundraisers will feel like they're a part of your success—because
they are!

Make your fundraiser community-oriented

Why you should run a peer-to-peer
fundraiser this Giving Tuesday
It's not about who you know; it's about who your supporters know. Run
a peer-to-peer campaign this Giving Tuesday to bring in new people
and more donations to your mission.

16PEER-TO-PEER FUNDRAISING | REACH P2P SUCCESS

How to start peer-to-peer fundraising
like a pro
Learn more → 

GET INSPIRED

https://givebutter.com/blog/peer-to-peer-fundraising
https://givebutter.com/blog/peer-to-peer-fundraising


Keep your P2P fundraisers engaged and pumped up throughout the
campaign. Send updates and encouraging messages and remind
them of the tools they can use to reach their personal fundraising
goals. 

Be their cheerleader

Enable multi-team fundraising and utilize Givebutter's leaderboard
feature, allowing participants to choose between raising funds as an
individual or a team and have donations credited to their page. 

Encourage friendly competition 

Make a list of potential champions to ask to participate—think staff
members, board members, program participants, volunteers, partner
organizations, or sponsors.

Assemble your peer-to-peer team 

Bring everyone together to run through your campaign plan, give
them the materials they need to participate, demonstrate how to
start their fundraising page, and answer any questions they have. 

Get everyone on the same page

Encourage your P2P fundraisers to include campaign information in a
way that's meaningful to them and will resonate with their social
networks. This could mean a written reflection on your mission or a
brief video about how your organization has impacted their lives. 

Make it personal 
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Tips for making your P2P campaign a
success with Givebutter
A peer-to-peer campaign is, by design, a group effort. Your first step is
to gather a team of champions for your cause. Once your people are on
board, you'll need to provide them with all of the talking points,
graphics, timelines, and moral support they'll need to successfully bring
in donations for your Giving Tuesday campaign.

https://help.givebutter.com/en/articles/1749223-how-to-enable-and-manage-team-member-fundraising
https://givebutter.com/features/leaderboards
https://givebutter.com/features/credit-teams-and-members
https://help.givebutter.com/en/articles/1749223-how-to-enable-and-manage-team-member-fundraising
https://help.givebutter.com/en/articles/1749223-how-to-enable-and-manage-team-member-fundraising
https://help.givebutter.com/en/articles/1749223-how-to-enable-and-manage-team-member-fundraising


POTENTIAL P2P FUNDRAISERS

P2P CHECKLIST

Choose a P2P platform that makes it easy: Givebutter
Draft list of people to reach out to

Meet with P2P fundraisers to explain how it works & answer questions

Determine how you will stay connected to P2P fundraisers

Create & share graphics, copy, and anything else P2P fundraisers need

18PEER-TO-PEER FUNDRAISING | REACH P2P SUCCESS

P2P OUTREACH MESSAGE

WHAT:

WHY:

HOW:

WHEN:

Giving Tuesday P2P success template
Brainstorm whom you can ask to join your peer-to-peer fundraiser. Jot down
what you'll ask in your initial outreach, including what they will do, why they
should join, and when. Then determine what you'll need to prepare for your
P2P team so they can be successful.



SOCIAL MEDIA



Top tips for social media
The #GivingTuesday hashtag alone gets billions of impressions
every year on social media. And according to Nonprofits
Source, half of people who engage with nonprofits on social
media end up taking action—donating money, volunteering,
registering for an event, and so on. 

This day, more than any other, allows you to reach tons of
potential new supporters. We'll show you how to make the
most of this visibility and elevate your social media presence
this Giving Tuesday. 

The ultimate Giving Tuesday social media
toolkit
Learn more →

MORE TO EXPLORE

SOCIAL MEDIA | TOP TIPS FOR SOCIAL MEDIA 20
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Facebook allows you to boost posts, tag partners, use hashtags,
share your campaign in groups, and interact with followers in real-
time with Facebook Live. With Givebutter, you can even embed the
livestream right on your campaign page.

Facebook

You’re limited to 280 characters at a time on Twitter, so learn how to
say more with less. Shorten links, don’t be afraid to use abbreviations,
and use Twitter threads to share longer narratives. Make your posts
more dynamic by tagging partners and including links, graphics, and
hashtags.

Twitter

Use Instagram Stories to engage more people than traditional in-feed
posts, add clickable URLs, include hashtags, and repost content from
other pages. And with Instagram Live, you can invite another account
to join you for real-time engagement with followers.

Instagram

Pick your platforms

Which social media platforms do you like using best? 
Where do you see the most engagement already? 
What platforms do your supporters use most? 

Making your sharing strategy multichannel doesn't mean you have to be
on every social media platform. Think about where your target
audience is and start with just two or three platforms. From there, you
can expand to other platforms as you're able. Ask yourself:

Here are some tips for the three most popular Giving Tuesday social
media platforms:
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Check that your website and social media channels are up-to-date
and ready for Giving Tuesday. Use Givebutter Elements to add a
donate button, donation bubble, or donation form connected to your
Giving Tuesday campaign right onto your website. Add your
campaign link to your social media bio sections to make it easy for
people to find your campaign and support your cause.

Spruce up your social media profiles

When Giving Tuesday finally comes around, it's unrealistic to think
you can be in charge of editing and posting content on top of
everything else that will be going on. Plan ahead by using scheduling
tools like Sprout Social, Hootsuite, or Later, so there’s one less thing
to manage on such an exciting day.

Schedule as much as you can ahead of time

Create a content calendar

The date and time of each post
The purpose of each post (announcement, countdown, last-chance
reminder, etc.)
Captions that align with your Giving Tuesday goals
Any accompanying images, videos, GIFs, hashtags, or links
Accounts you need to tag (e.g., sponsors)
The staff or volunteer responsible for each post

Map out and schedule all the Giving Tuesday posts you want to share
ahead of time. Make sure to coordinate this calendar with any of your
Giving Tuesday partners, including volunteers you're calling on to
spread the word.

Incorporate the following as you plan: 
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Free Giving Tuesday social media calendar
template
Download template → 

GET INSPIRED

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1FBKFKrb_fCitPi21LpFon-RNkplKDmKNksAaP2cci_Y/edit#gid=1987723580
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1FBKFKrb_fCitPi21LpFon-RNkplKDmKNksAaP2cci_Y/edit#gid=1987723580


Canva is easy to use and has thousands of free social media
templates you can customize by adding logos, photos, text, and
brand colors. You can also download the official GivingTuesday
Canva templates, graphics, and stock photos for free from
GivingTuesday.org

Save time with templates

Share inspiring stories, your Giving Tuesday goals, and updates with
followers throughout the day. Designate someone on your team to
comment, like, share, and respond to tags and direct messages.

Engage with followers all day long

Finish strong by sharing a big ol' thank-you post on each platform
you use during Giving Tuesday. Report the outcome of your
campaign, and thank (and tag if you can!) everyone who made it
possible.

Finish strong by saying thank you

Give your posts extra reach by adding #GivingTuesday to every post.
You can also encourage followers to share why they support your
organization using the hashtags #MyGivingStory and #UNselfie on
Giving Tuesday.

Know the Giving Tuesday hashtags

Get social on Giving Tuesday
Supporters want to hear from you before, during, and after Giving
Tuesday. It's okay to increase the amount of social media posts you
typically make during your campaign.

23SOCIAL MEDIA | TOP TIPS FOR SOCIAL MEDIA
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PLATFORMS

SOCIAL MEDIA CHECKLIST

Create a content calendar with all post ideas for each platform

Assign dates/times/employees to each post

Write copy for posts and gather creative assets

Engage with followers in real-time on Giving Tuesday

Schedule all posts ahead of time

24

GENERAL TIMELINE
PRE-LAUNCH: LAUNCH: FOLLOW UP:

Giving Tuesday social media brainstorm
Use this worksheet to determine which social media platforms you'll
use to promote your campaign, and brainstorm what kinds of content
you'll need to post before, during, and after Giving Tuesday.

SOCIAL MEDIA | TOP TIPS FOR SOCIAL MEDIA



EMAIL



Giving Tuesday emails that inspire
generosity
Learn more →

MORE TO EXPLORE

Craft emails that convert
Mapping out your Giving Tuesday email communication plan
will allow you to be thoughtful about your messaging and help
your mission stand out on a busy day of giving. 

Keep reading to learn how to create a Giving Tuesday email
strategy (including a sample calendar), email best practices,
and top tips for writing Giving Tuesday subject lines.

26EMAILS | CRAFT EMAILS THAT CONVERT
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Create a communications calendar to determine what messages you’ll
need to send leading up to, during, and after Giving Tuesday—from
announcements, invitations, and updates to last-chance reminders,
post-campaign reports, and thank-yous. You can find a sample calendar
at the end of this section.

Map out your Giving Tuesday emails

Drafting your Giving Tuesday emails
With your team, decide on the theme of your campaign, your main call
to action, and any specific words or messages you want to incorporate
into your communications.
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Placing your donor at the center of your message shows them
they're a crucial part of your movement. As you’re trying to bring out
the changemaker in everyone this Giving Tuesday, speak directly to
the reader using words like you, we, us, and together. 

Use donor-centric language

Remember to lead with a story. You can ask someone who's been
impacted by your work to share a quote for the email or offer to
ghostwrite the entire email so it's written from their first-person
perspective (Don't forget to include photos!).

Focus on people and your impact

EMAILS | CRAFT EMAILS THAT CONVERT

Make it crystal clear how you want your readers to contribute to your
campaign. Whether you’re asking supporters to make a financial
contribution, attend a fundraising event, share a post on social
media, or sign up to volunteer, make that call to action the biggest
and brightest part of your email. 

Convey your ask clearly

https://givebutter.com/blog/giving-tuesday-social-media


Giving Tuesday email best practices
The more visually pleasing your Giving Tuesday emails are, the more
likely people will keep reading—and click to donate. 

28

Link to your fundraising campaign page several times throughout
your emails by using colorful buttons, images, or text. You want the
one click that people make to be to donate.

Hyperlink

EMAILS | CRAFT EMAILS THAT CONVERT

Simpler is better when it comes to Giving Tuesday emails. Keep your
photos uniformly sized and your paragraphs short. With Givebutter’s
email platform, you can easily format your emails with the built-in
Canva email editor integration.

Keep it tidy

Choose a simple font style in a larger size. Avoid light-colored font on
a white background or white font on a red or pink background. Most
readers will skim these emails, so use bold text to highlight any key
points. Making your emails as accessible as possible for people with
disabilities ensures that everyone has the opportunity to engage with
your messages. 

Use text that's easy to read

Keeping your brand colors consistent and clearly presenting your
logo will reassure potential donors that you’re not spam.
GivingTuesday has also made all of their logos (and more) available so
you can integrate them into your designs for this special campaign. 

Stick to consistent branding

https://givebutter.com/features/design-with-canva-reference
https://givebutter.com/features/category/custom-branding
https://www.givingtuesday.org/logos/


Tips for Giving Tuesday email subject lines
 Your supporters’ inboxes will undoubtedly be full of Giving Tuesday
emails, so plan how you’ll make your subject lines stand out from the
crowd and boost that open rate. 
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Most email inboxes will cut off the subject line message if it has more
than nine words.

Keep subject lines to 9 words or fewer

Let your preview text expand on or respond to your subject line,
making your reader want to know more. 

Let preview text help tell your story

Time-specific or goal-based language like “Help us reach our goal by
midnight!” or “We just need 3 more donations to reach our goal!” can
be a great motivator for donors.

Build on the sense of urgency

EMAILS | CRAFT EMAILS THAT CONVERT

Think of fun facts or questions related to your cause you can use, or
if there are any enticing donor perks you can plug here.

Pique curiosity

Emojis can help your email stand out visually in an inbox. Just don’t
overdo it, or you might end up in a spam folder. Plus, humor, when it
fits the moment, can get you lots of clicks: “Help us shave Coach B’s
head this Giving Tuesday!”

Use humor and emojis, if appropriate

Program your supporters’ first names into the subject line and the
opening greeting to personalize your emails.

Address recipients by their first names

http://givebutter.com/blog/giving-tuesday-ideas


"Constituent relationship management," or CRM (basically a donor
database), is an invaluable tool for organizing information about your
current and potential donors. With Givebutter's free nonprofit CRM,
you can segment and filter your list any way you'd like, tracking
donors' interactions with your organization, including every gift,
email, text message, event registration, or volunteer history. 

Plus, you can easily add your contacts before Giving Tuesday to
create segmented audiences with tags, email and text supporters
customized messages throughout your campaign, and make it easy
to follow up with campaign participants.

Harness the power of your CRM & segmentation

Make sure to schedule time with your team to evaluate your Giving
Tuesday email strategy. Assess what worked and what didn’t. What
kinds of links got the most clicks? Which subject lines got the most
opens—and the least? Examining these metrics will make your next
Giving Tuesday fundraising campaign more successful. 

Evaluate your results

30

In addition to Giving Tuesday emails and other personalized thank-
yous, consider setting up an automated welcome email series for
new supporters. This series will help them learn more about your
mission and see how they can get involved beyond just this one gift.

Use Giving Tuesday as a starting point for new donors

EMAILS | CRAFT EMAILS THAT CONVERT

Use email to keep your donors engaged
Don’t forget to plan how you will thank, track, and keep your donors
engaged in your Giving Tuesday email strategy.

https://givebutter.com/blog/donor-database
https://givebutter.com/track
https://givebutter.com/features/custom-filters
https://givebutter.com/features/category/conversion-tracking
https://givebutter.com/blog/welcome-email


EMAIL CHECKLIST

Create a content calendar that outlines all Giving Tuesday emails

Draft messages and subject lines for each email

Schedule as many emails ahead of time as you can

Draft a welcome email series to kick off after Giving Tuesday

Create segments and automations for different donors groups

31

SAMPLE TIMELINE
WEEK OF NOVEMBER 21-25:  
Campaign teaser or countdown 

NOVEMBER 28:  
Day-before campaign reminder

NOVEMBER 29 (MORNING):  
Day-of opening announcement

NOVEMBER 29 (MIDDAY):  
Progress update & reminder to give

NOVEMBER 29 (EVENING):  
Final call to give

NOVEMBER 30 (MORNING):  
Outcome and general thank you

DECEMBER 1 :  
Personalized thank you emails to new donors

DECEMBER 2:
Personalized thank you emails to existing donors

DECEMBER 5:
Beginning of welcome series for new donors

EMAILS | CRAFT EMAILS THAT CONVERT

Giving Tuesday email schedule
Use this worksheet to map out your timeline for Giving Tuesday emails.
Think about how you will segment your list of supporters and what
subject lines and emails you can write ahead of time.
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Giving Tuesday sample email

Giving Tuesday is WHEN?

Dear                                  ,

Between mashing potatoes and gobbling down pie this week, I’m taking time to reflect on our
incredible community and share my immense gratitude for everything our staff members and
supporters like you do to keep               [ Name of Org fulfilling our mission every day. 

Thanks to you, we have been able to support  [ brief individual impact story with specifics ]. We
could not do this work without you.

This week I’m also running around like a turkey with my head cut off because Giving Tuesday is our
biggest fundraising day of the year, and it just so happens to be next Tuesday, November 29! Before
we’re all offline for Turkey Day, I’m writing to ask a favor. We’re officially launching our Giving
Tuesday campaign on the 29th, but we would be incredibly thankful to have a few donations to start
building momentum before then. 

Can you chip in a few dollars to warm up our Giving Tuesday campaign?

DONATION REQUEST
TO: All supporters
DATE:

SUBJECT LINE:
PREVIEW TEXT:

BODY OF EMAIL:

Tuesday, November 22, 2022

Help us kickstart our campaign (and we’ll leave you alone!) 

Our goal is to raise [ $$ goal amount ]           this Giving Tuesday. With your help, we will use these
funds to provide                                  and keep our programs growing for years to come. 

[FIRST NAME]

[BUTTON HYPERLINKED TO CAMPAIGN DONATION PAGE]

And as a special thank you for giving before Giving Tuesday, I will ensure you don’t receive any more
emails from us until Giving Tuesday is over! I know how full inboxes can get at this time of year, so do
us both a favor and make your tax-deductible donation today. Thank you! 

[ IMAGE/GRAPHIC ABOUT GIVING TUESDAY CAMPAIGN OR IMPACT] 

Wishing you and your families a peaceful and filling Thanksgiving,
[DIRECTOR NAME & SIGNATURE]  

[$  GOAL AMOUNT] 
[# SERVICES]  

Donate

[ORGANIZATION] 

[BRIEF INDIVIDUAL IMPACT STORY]  

Use the sample email to make a donation request this Giving Tuesday.
Customize the text to suit your organization and Giving Tuesday goals.

http://givebutter.com/contact
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Giving Tuesday sample email
Use the sample email to say thank you after Giving Tuesday. Customize
the text to suit your organization and Giving Tuesday results.

THANK YOU
TO: All supporters, including new donors
DATE:

SUBJECT LINE:
PREVIEW TEXT:

BODY OF EMAIL:

Wednesday, November 30, 2022

Thank you for showing up this Giving Tuesday 
Guess how much you helped us raise (Hint: It’s a lot!)

Wow,                                 —THANK YOU!

All of us here at                         [ Name ofare absolutely blown away by the generosity our community
showed us this Giving Tuesday. 

Thanks to you, we raised a whopping [ Total Amount Raised ] and welcomed [ Number of New 
new donors into the [ Name of Organizatiofamily. With your support, we will be able to
                                                      

Together, we can ensure that [ your organization’s mission .

[FIRST NAME]

You can check out our supporter feed and photos from our #UNselfie social media challenge on our
campaign page                                .

Special shout out and thank you to [major donor or sponsor]                  for contributing 
                        ! 

From the bottom of our hearts, thank you for making this our biggest fundraising day yet. 

[ IMAGE/GRAPHIC:  SCREENSHOT OF GOAL BAR,  PHOTOS OF
SUPPORTERS,  OR PICTURE OF TEAM CELEBRATING] 

Cheers to you!
[DIRECTOR NAME] 

[HYPERLINK]  

[MAJOR DONOR/SPONSOR] 

[ORGANIZATION] 

[TOTAL $ RAISED]  [# OF NEW DONORS] 
[ORGANIZATION] 

[EXAMPLE OF IMPACT] 

[MISSION STATEMENT]  

and the entire team at [ORGANIZATION]

[DETAILS]

.



VIDEO &
LIVESTREAM



6 can't-miss steps for making the best
Giving Tuesday videos
Learn more →

MORE TO EXPLORE
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Video best practices
More than half of people who watch a nonprofit video will go
on to donate. But that doesn't mean you need to break the
bank or go to film school to make a compelling video for your
Giving Tuesday campaign. 

With just the phone in your pocket and the right online tools,
you can create compelling videos that inspire people to give—
without the hefty price tag.

https://givebutter.com/blog/giving-tuesday-video-livestreaming


Making the best Giving Tuesday videos
The idea of making a video can be intimidating, but there are lots of
free or low-cost, user-friendly tools that can help you tell a story that
moves your supporters to be extra generous. Giving Tuesday videos
don't need to be super sleek and professional; they just need to be
authentic and resonate with your viewers. Let's go through the basic
steps you need to get planning:
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You may want to make a video that articulates the mission of your
organization and shares stories of the impact you're making in your
community. Will there be a call to action? A direct ask to donate to
your campaign? Will you include several voices or testimonials, or just
one?

Determine your key messages 

Show the faces of your community in your Giving Tuesday videos.
The benefit of video content is that viewers can see the actual faces
behind your cause from anywhere in the world and be inspired to get
involved. Plus, including your community members in your videos will
make them feel special and encourage them to share them with their
larger networks.

Feature your people

Your first step is to determine which kind (or kinds) of video are best
for your campaign this Giving Tuesday. Think about your audience
and goals—what is the story you want to tell, and what action do you
want viewers to make?

What kind of video(s) are you going to create?

VIDEO & LIVESTREAMING | VIDEO BEST PRACTICES

https://givebutter.com/blog/guest-blog-how-to-use-video-marketing-for-good-causes
https://givebutter.com/blog/nonprofit-videos-that-earn-results


Don't let your budget hold you back 
Here are some the tools you have right at your fingertips to make viral-
worthy videos.
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For making online videos, the camera on most smartphones will often
do just as well (and be much easier to use) as a fancy camera, so
there's no need to buy or rent one.

Camera

Free online platforms like VideoAsk, Loom, and Canva and apps like
InShot allow you to import your video clips and edit them online with
user-friendly tools and templates. Offline, Mac users can use the free
iMovie software, and folks with Windows on their PC have OpenShot. 

Editing software

Adding subtitle captions is an online video best practice for
accessibility and ease of watching for everyone in your audience.
Video hosting sites like YouTube often provide automatic closed-
captioning, or you can upload a file with your captions written out.
Free or low-cost captioning sites like Zubtitle or Kapwing can make
this process quick and easy, so don't skip it! 

Captions 

Add an emotional punch to your video by adding music. There are
several sites where you can find free or low-cost music to add to your
videos without worrying about them getting taken down due to
copyright infringement.  

Music

VIDEO & LIVESTREAMING | VIDEO BEST PRACTICES



While people and their stories should be the central component of
your Giving Tuesday video, back up your storytelling with some data
or a piece of quantifiable information that viewers can walk away
with about your impact or issue. 

Share at least one stat

Write out a script 
Set up the people featured in your video for success by giving them
some direction—even if that person is just you. Write out a script
beforehand to ensure you don't end up with awkward pauses or cut-off
sentences. Here are some tips for getting impactful, well-articulated
statements from your supporters. 
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Keep your viewers' attention by keeping your video between 30-60
seconds. If you have more content to share, plan to split your story
into a few videos to break things up. Just make sure you have a
beginning, middle, and end—which key points do you want to make
and when?

Keep it short and sweet

Every viewer should know exactly how they can support your cause
when your Giving Tuesday video ends. Asking for a donation? Share
the URL verbally and with text in your frame. And don't forget to have
a link to the donation page in your caption.

Clearly state your call to action—and end on it

Writing out a script offers the speaker support and ensures you
articulate your message well. But, some of the best content can
come from giving your speaker the space to contribute anecdotes or
feelings. Include a prompt for speakers to share a brief story or a
personal reflection of why they are joining your Giving Tuesday
campaign.

Allow space for ad-libbing

VIDEO & LIVESTREAMING | VIDEO BEST PRACTICES



Get ready to hit record
Now it's time to film your Giving Tuesday video! Whether you'll be
handling the recording yourself or asking others to submit a recording
of themselves for you to edit, there are many things to keep in mind.
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Encourage subjects to smile, look at the camera, speak slowly, and
match their tone and facial expressions to the content they're
verbalizing. If possible, have them keep their script at eye level so
they don't have to look down. The more they can speak from
memory, the better, so give folks time to practice.

Prep your talent

Make sure your camera is steady on a tripod or set up on a level
platform. Use an angle you feel confident with. There should be no
distractions or bright lights in the background, but at the same time,
try not to shoot with just a flat white wall behind you—some depth of
field is your friend.

Make your picture the best it can be

 Rather than relying on light from a lamp or ceiling light, use a window
for natural lighting. Stand with the window to the right or left of you,
not behind you, or see how it looks if you stand directly facing the
window. If daylight isn't an option, a ring light can help.

The environment used for recording should be void of any distracting
background noises. Use the best microphone you have available,
even if it’s through a phone or webcam. 

Keep lighting & audio quality in mind

VIDEO & LIVESTREAMING | VIDEO BEST PRACTICES



VIDEO TYPE(S)

VIDEO TOOLS CHECKLIST

Camera/recording equipment:

Editing software:

Caption generator:

Lighting:

Music:

Other:
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POTENTIAL PARTICIPANTS

KEY MESSAGES

VIDEO & LIVESTREAMING | VIDEO BEST PRACTICES

Giving Tuesday video outline
Use this worksheet to brainstorm what kinds of video(s) you'd like to
create for your campaign, the tools you need, potential video
participants, key messages, and particular calls to action to highlight
this Giving Tuesday.
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Host an epic livestream
Kick your Giving Tuesday video strategy up a notch by going
live! Now more than ever, people are tuning in to all kinds of
events, performances, and workshops through live broadcasts
worldwide. With Givebutter, you can host a livestream event
right from the top of your campaign page and engage your
supporters in real-time—entirely for free. 

Whether you're going entirely virtual or planning more of a
hybrid event, check out these tips to make your Giving Tuesday
livestream event a success.

https://givebutter.com/features/category/livestreaming
https://givebutter.com/blog/virtual-event-ideas
https://givebutter.com/blog/hybrid-event


Your Giving Tuesday livestream game plan
When planning your live broadcast event, you need to take into
account many of the planning steps you would for an in-person event,
starting with your why. Ask yourself why you want to broadcast your
Giving Tuesday campaign live, what messages and feelings do you want
your audience to walk away with, and how will livestreaming help you
reach your goals?
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Capture audience attention by having various speakers (or
performers!) participate in your live broadcast. Feature staff, clients,
volunteers, board of directors, leadership team, community partners,
sponsors, and any celebrity or influencer with whom you have a
relationship. Livestreaming is much less formal than pre-recorded
videos, so don't be afraid to have fun with it.

Collaborate 

Whether hopping on a quick, informal live broadcast to thank your
supporters or running an hour-long virtual event, no one should go
live without some guidance. Support your on-camera team with an
outline that includes timing, directions, and talking points.

Create a run of show

Aside from on-screen participants (who may be joining from their
own homes), your livestream video will need at least one more person
behind the scenes to ensure the livestream is functioning and do any
switching from guest to guest. 

And whether they're with you on-site or set up remotely, make sure a
staff member or volunteer is assigned to interact with your
supporters in your supporter feed and on social media in real-time. 

Assemble your livestream support team

VIDEO & LIVESTREAMING |  HOST AN EPIC LIVESTREAM

http://givebutter.com/blog/giving-tuesday-campaign-planning
https://givebutter.com/features/category/supporter-feed


Livestreams can take a lot of bandwidth to run efficiently, so without a
strong Internet connection, your event might buffer, delay, or be
choppy. Test out your Internet speed to make sure it's up to snuff. 

You'll also want to hop on your broadcasting platform with your
participating speakers the day before your livestream to ensure their
camera and audio work correctly, and everyone knows what they're
doing. This is also a great time to run through the program with
everyone involved so they know what to expect and can ask any
questions they may have. 

Look and sound your best
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Complement your livestream and keep viewers' attention with
interactive features like your supporter feed, goal bar, and milestones
which you can respond to in real-time as donations come in.

Engage in real time

There are dozens of live event streaming platforms. Whichever
platform you use, use Givebutter to broadcast your livestream right
to the top of your fundraising page, giving attendees one easy place
to watch, engage, and donate. You can also broadcast live to your
social media channels to reach even more people.

Pick your streaming platform

VIDEO & LIVESTREAMING |  HOST AN EPIC LIVESTREAM

Your Giving Tuesday livestream game plan
[CONTINUED]

https://givebutter.com/features/goal-bar
https://givebutter.com/features/display-livestream


LIVESTREAM PARTICIPANTS

LIVESTREAM TOOLS CHECKLIST

Camera/recording equipment:

Streaming platform(s):

Caption generator:

Lighting:

Music:

Other:
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LIVESTREAM RUN OF SHOW
TIME: TOPIC: SPEAKER:

VIDEO & LIVESTREAMING |  HOST AN EPIC LIVESTREAM

Giving Tuesday livestream run of show
Use this worksheet to brainstorm potential participants for your Giving
Tuesday livestream, and then outline a run of show: who will be on
camera, when (and how long), and what will they be doing or talking
about?
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How to boost donor retention through
your Giving Tuesday thank-you messages
Learn more →

MORE TO EXPLORE

46FOLLOW UP |  SAYING THANK YOU MATTERS

Saying thank you matters
Giving Tuesday will bring in lots of new donors for your cause,
but how can you build on this momentum after this global day
of giving is over? 

It can be easy to only focus on raising the funds you need on
Giving Tuesday. But thanking your donors and fostering
relationships with them should not be an afterthought.

https://givebutter.com/blog/giving-tuesday-donor-retention


Make your Giving Tuesday thank-yous
prompt and personal
We all want recognition for our good deeds and contributions, and a
simple but genuine thank-you can go a long way. While it's great to
have automated donor messages with a brief thank-you and their
receipt sent right after someone donates, sending additional,
personalized messages to your supporters is equally important. 

Your thank-yous can take many forms:

47FOLLOW UP |  SAYING THANK YOU MATTERS

Send engaging thank-you emails or SMS text blasts that feature
donors’ first name and their specific gift amount, along with a photo
or GIF.

Email and text

Record personalized Giving Tuesday thank-you videos to send out
the day after Giving Tuesday. Supporters will be surprised and
delighted by a kind message from a real, human face. And with
Givebutter's ThankView integration, you can do this at scale.

Video

Consider requesting supporters' mailing addresses through your
donation form, so you can send handwritten thank-you notes. Host a
thank-a-thon party with your team to write cards and stuff envelopes
to make it a fun (and streamlined) process.

Mail

Taking the time to make personal phone calls to supporters to say
thank you can mean a lot—and make your organization stand out.  

Phone

Whether or not you offered perks for different donation levels, it's
great to include fun swag in your thank-you notes. This can be as
simple as stickers that easily fit into envelopes. Customize your
donation forms to get the information you need, like mailing address
and t-shirt size.

Merch

https://givebutter.com/features/category/automations
https://givebutter.com/features/category/personalization
https://givebutter.com/blog/giving-tuesday-email-strategies
https://givebutter.com/integrations/thankview
https://givebutter.com/features/category/donation-forms#custom-fields


Make your donors feel empowered by
giving to your campaign
No matter which format you choose to share your gratitude, your
thank-you messages should include the following elements:
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 People who invest time and money in something want to see it pay
off! Keep everyone updated during and after campaign to maintain
transparency and leave donors feeling like they are part of
something greater than themselves this Giving Tuesday.

Share the results of your campaign

 Remember to use donor-centric languge, include peoples' names,
and sign off your email or note with your Executive Director's name
or signatures from your team. 

Speak to a real person, from a real person

 Prove to your supporters that you are interested in building a
personal relationship with them—and not just after their wallets.
Instead of asking for more money, focus on thanking them and
demonstrating the real-life impact they’re making through your
organization.

Do NOT ask for another gift 

FOLLOW UP |  SAYING THANK YOU MATTERS



Set up a welcome email series
Welcome your new supporters in a series of automated emails a few
days after Giving Tuesday (and any other thank-you emails that have
gone out). Any new person who has donated or just joined your email
list on Giving Tuesday obviously cares about your cause. However, they
may still have a lot to learn about your organization's impact and why
they should stay engaged. 

A successful welcome email series should:
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Make it crystal clear why and how your organization is a leader in
your field.

Share the mission and ethos of your organization

 New supporters know very little about your organization; even old
news to you is news to them. Share your most popular blog posts,
social media graphics, or news articles about your mission. 

Update readers on your most relevant content

 Share testimonials or personal anecdotes from people directly
impacted by your organization—one person's story featured in each
email of the series, perhaps? 

Include stories 

 Aim to be consistent in your messaging without overwhelming
supporters’ inboxes. Spread out your communication cadence to a
weekly email to keep people engaged and lower the risk of folks
hitting unsubscribe.

Spread messages out over time

FOLLOW UP |  SAYING THANK YOU MATTERS

https://givebutter.com/blog/welcome-email


Moves management guide: 5 stages of an
effective donor life cycle [FREE TEMPLATE]
Learn more → 

GET INSPIRED

Top tips for donor retention & stewardship
Transform your Giving Tuesday donors into recurring supporters and
true champions for your organization. 
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Don't forget how powerful a CRM can be in segmenting your list, not
only into lists of new donors and existing donors, but also donors that
give monthly, lapsed donors, donors who should be giving more, etc.
Tailor and personalize your messages to each.

Segment & personalize

 Encouraging volunteer signups
Sending out a regular newsletter
Posting on your social media accounts
Sharing advocacy opportunities
Inviting supporters to tours and events
Sharing any in-kind needs

 Offer a variety of meaningful ways to get involved to build relationships
with your donors, show them the impact they're making, and offer them
a sense of community. Engage with supporters regularly by:

Share ways to get involved besides donating

FOLLOW UP |  SAYING THANK YOU MATTERS

https://givebutter.com/blog/moves-management
https://givebutter.com/blog/moves-management
https://givebutter.com/blog/donor-relations


DONOR SEGMENTS

FOLLOW-UP TOOLS CHECKLIST

Automated receipts:

Email:

Text:

Merch:

Mail:

Other:

Phone:

Video:
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KEY MESSAGES

FOLLOW UP |  SAYING THANK YOU MATTERS

Giving Tuesday follow-up strategy
Use this worksheet to brainstorm how you will segment and personalize
your Giving Tuesday thank-you messages. Draft key talking points for
your thank-yous, and choose which tools & channels you'll use to follow
up with donors.

Givebutter
Givebutter
Givebutter

Givebutter



Givebutter Gives Back $50k
to nonprofits on

Learn more & apply: 
givebutter.com/giving-tuesday

http://givebutter.com/giving-tuesday


Ready to make your Giving Tuesday
campaign butter than ever?

Create your free account at givebutter.com/signup today! 

Let Givebutter be your campaign hub this
Giving Tuesday 

 Visit our website for our full Giving Tuesday playbook with even
more resources including free webinars and real-life campaign
examples! 

All of our Giving Tuesday tools in one place

 If you have any questions at all as you plan your Giving Tuesday
strategy, please don't hesitate to reach out. Our award-winning
customer support team of real human beings is here to help.

Contact us with any questions and talk to a real person

Verified nonprofit organizations that use Givebutter to
fundraise this Giving Tuesday can submit their campaigns for a
chance to receive up to $5K from Givebutter! Learn all about
this initiative and how to apply on our website:

Givebutter Gives Back $50K this Giving Tuesday

From customizable campaign pages and donation forms to event
ticketing, livestreaming, and donor management (CRM), crush your
fundraising goals this Giving Tuesday with Givebutter's all-in-one
fundraising platform. The best part? All of Givebutter's tools and
features are free for everyone.

givebutter.com/giving-tuesday

givebutter.com/contact

https://givebutter.com/signup
http://givebutter.com/giving-tuesday
http://givebutter.com/contact


Meet your end-to-end
fundraising solution

We bring together everything you need to raise funds,
track progress, and engage supporters. Completely free.

givebutter.com
Sign up for free today

http://givebutter.com/signup
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